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INTRODUCTION
MaineDOT’s mission is to responsibly provide a safe, efficient, and reliable transportation system that
supports economic opportunity and quality of life. The mission often guides the Department to take into
account concerns expressed by the community. Sometimes these concerns contradict widely accepted
engineering practices. Gateway 1 and other similar projects are examples where community concerns are
solicited in order to identify and correct existing problems.
MaineDOT has compiled feedback through conversations held with the Route 1 communities as part of
the initial phase of Gateway 1. This information serves as a resource, helping develop a more context
sensitive approach for the long term planning and functionality of this transportation asset. As such,
issues outlined in this report will further inform the long range strategic planning Gateway 1 process even
while immediate actions are undertaken.
The principles of context sensitive highway design rely on the use of a set of design standards that are
flexible enough to balance engineering and community needs to assure that the transportation facility not
only works but also fits into the context of the surrounding area. The Department recognizes that some
standards can be modified while maintaining a safe and efficient roadway network. The Context
Sensitive Solutions framework allows the designer flexibility to achieve the desired outcome.
Safety Audit Background
This Safety Audit was initiated by David Allen, Region II Traffic Engineer, after continued speed and
safety related concerns were expressed by the town and as a result of two recent crashes, one involving a
fatality at Nequasset Road/Route 1 intersection, and another involving a van that hydroplaned at the
southerly George Wright intersection due to Route 1 flooding. One High Crash Location (HCL) exists at
Route 127 and Route 1 intersection. While fewer crashes occur at Nequasset Road intersection, records
indicate crashes at this location are more severe.
There were 116 crashes and 1 fatality on this portion of Route 1 from 2002-2004. This corridor’s crash
safety performance is better than the average for other similar locations in Maine. The Route 1 Woolwich
crash rate from 2002-2004 was 99.5 crashes/hundred million vehicle miles compared to the average of
144 for all rural principal arterials in the state, with a Route 1 Woolwich fatality rate of 0.86 vs. the
statewide rate of 1.33. There have been 2 reported crash fatalities in 2005 (January and May).
The Road Safety Audit was conducted on July 20, 2005, with members of the team viewing key portions
of the road, discussing observations, and making initial suggestions for possible improvements. Since the
audit was conducted, a number of additional crashes have occurred in this area.
Audit Study Area
The study area begins at the Woolwich side of the Sagadahoc Bridge and continues north to Mountain
Road (flea market location). This section of Route 1 is about 5.4 miles long, with a posted speed limit of
35 mph from the bridge to north of the Taste of Maine Restaurant, and posted for 55 mph north of Taste
of Maine. Road has a Federal Functional Classification of Rural Principal Arterial. Travel lanes are 12
feet wide. Shoulder widths generally vary from 2’ to 5’ wide in the village portion and are generally 10’
wide in areas having a posted speed limit of 55 mph. At the Sagadahoc Bridge, there are two lanes in each
direction, and the road transitions to one lane in each direction just north of the Taste of Maine
Restaurant. There is a center turn lane through much of the denser village portion of the road.
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Overall Audit Principles for Improved Road Safety includes consideration of the 4 E’s – Engineering,
Education, Enforcement, Emergency Services.
Leading Safety Objectives for Route 1 in Woolwich identified by the team:
• Manage traveler speed
• Improve effectiveness of signage (to aid driver decision making and minimize information overload)
• Improve safety of intersections (including left turns)
• Improve safety of emergency response services
• Assure consistency in non-signage traffic management techniques (lane width, striping, etc.) to
facilitate consistent driver expectations
• Address flooding on Route 1 and George Wright Road at Pleasant Cove
There were also issues raised that relate to Minimizing Driver Distractions and to Pedestrian/Bicycle
accommodations.
Future considerations that have implications on solutions:
• Gateway 1 focusing on some early actions for each community but mostly a long term solutions
outlook
• Growth characteristics – Development patterns. Woolwich residential growth has doubled (800 to
1600 homes) in the past 20 years. This is certainly a noteworthy statistic as there are no new access
points along Route 1 north of the Taste of Maine where the majority of this growth is occurring.
• Budget –federal, state and local funding limits
• Intelligent Transportation System funding opportunities (for dynamic signage)
• Public Service Announcements (safety messages) and other means of public outreach – coordinate
and take advantage of opportunities related to local safety needs.
Solution considerations:
The preferred solutions and their priorities should be evaluated against the following:
a. Their individual and collective success at meeting the agreed upon objectives including
consideration of their interactions with one another and with an eye towards preventing
unintended consequences.
b. Their individual and collective effect on other community or region objectives (like image; future
development options etc.) beyond those immediately identified.
c. The number of safety audit objectives the individual problems relate to.
d. Their initial and long term costs
Almost all proposed solutions will require continuing dialogue between Woolwich officials and
MaineDOT, with some areas needing additional input from Sheriff, FHWA, legislators, school district,
emergency services, and/or local businesses.
Proposed “Implementation Schedule” Definitions: (PRIORITIZATION and FUNDING discussions
will be required before most actions are taken.)
Immediate: Within next 6 months to 1 year (If Funding is readily available)
Medium: Within next 2 years (Funding needs to be secured through MaineDOT Work Plan process or
other fund source)
Long: Not sooner than 2 years (Candidate for MaineDOT Six Year Plan or other fund source)
MaineDOT coordinates the development of a Six Year Plan that identifies corridor-level projects. From
that list of candidates, a Biennial Work Plan is then produced. The Department is currently collecting
input for the Six Year Plan and will develop its next Work Plan starting in the fall of 2006 with
completion by spring 2007 and implementation in fiscal years 2008/2009. That timeframe represents long
range, investment intensive opportunities.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: The following list of Potential Solutions will need to be further evaluated and
discussed to determine best actions and implementation plan based on the criteria outlined above.
Multiple solution options to a single issue are sometimes offered below, and these too would need to be
evaluated and prioritized to come up a cost beneficial plan.

POSSIBLE ACTIONS
(Arranged by Safety Topic, Issue, and Proposed Time Table)
Speed Management

ISSUE #1: Traffic is perceived to be moving too fast through entire corridor – starting in
Bath and continuing through Woolwich. (latest speed study shows that 85th percentile speed is 3
to 6 mph over posted speed limit)
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
o Review Federal Functional Class of Route 1 and highway design to develop strategies to
ensure that motorists will travel at the posted speed
o Consider traditional traffic calming measures [lane narrowing, neck downs (lane
narrowing) at pedestrian crossing locations, etc.]
(Traffic calming could also be accomplished through shoulder diagonal marking coming
into transition areas….4 or 5 diagonals at a time, skip and repeat at closer spacing to
provide visual cue to slow down - or Transverse rumble strips. Center line rumble strip installed on bridge works to prevent
drivers from crossing over center lane.)
o Increase enforcement efforts.

ISSUE #2: Entering curve on bridge, uninterrupted wide lane invites higher speeds.
Contributing to the speed is the wide area between the right lane edge line & the island between
Woodridge road and DQ.
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Explore funding to add driver feedback sign to slow traffic. (display example: YOU
ARE TRAVELING XX MPH) Location(s) to be determined.
° Extend island by DQ toward right lane edge line. Drivers will have the perception of
lane narrowing thereby encouraging slower speeds. This will also aid pedestrian safety
by providing more pedestrian area between pedestrians and roadway. Coming off bridge
at right turn for Rte. 127 south, widen/extend island to make road (Route 1) look smaller
° Seek Funding for above improvements/implement
Comment: To succeed with northbound speed management in Woolwich will require an effective
speed transition zone in Bath. Also, a high priority for Bath, this will be addressed as part of the
Gateway 1 process.

ISSUE #3: Driver perception of wide right lane (Northbound at DQ and beyond) contributes to
higher speed.
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Paint crosshatch marks between curb and right lane edge line (excepting driveways) - may
provide additional lane narrowing perception.
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ISSUE #4: North bound 35 mph sign at top of hill before Taste of Maine is not seen and is
competing with overhead lane usage sign. South bound 35 mph speed limit sign on Pleasant
Cove Bridge is not big enough.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Consider installing larger 35 mph speed limit signs
° Consider relocating northbound 35 mph speed limit sign to more visible locations (i.e.
south of driveway in front of pole)
(Medium)
° Periodic use of portable vehicle speed display trailers
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency

ISSUE #5: Traffic moving too fast southbound before Taste of Maine.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
o Move 35 mph sign further north opposite George Wright Road.
o Determine whether adequate transition from 55 mph to 35 mph is provided. Speed limit
transitions from 55 mph to 35 mph. Consider a 40 mph or 45 mph transition zone.
(Long)
o In striped area in center turn lane, consider adding a raised median gateway treatment
(Example: Welcome to Woolwich Village sign) as a traffic calming measure
o At the side of road in the same area, install a gateway sign by itself
o Length of 35 mph zone northbound should also be considered unless a divided section is
built on bridge.

Pavement Striping/Lane demarcations and directions:
ISSUE #6: Beginning at Town Line on Sagadahoc Bridge through the Taste of Maine
Restaurant, left turning center turn lane arrows are not well placed and may provide false
information about turns making turning patterns unclear. (Note: The intention for center turn
arrows is to be an indicator to traffic that the lane is for turning traffic use.)
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Evaluate stencil paint on pavement based on MUTCD & MaineDOT criteria
° Modify stencil arrows as needed (Immediate to Medium)
(Medium to Long)
° Center traffic islands should be evaluated/considered in the village and at intersections
throughout the corridor.
• Additional Objectives supported: Intersection safety

ISSUE #7: Drivers continue to make left turns coming out of Cumberland Farms. There is a
right turn only sign at one driveway, but not pavement markings at the driveways.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Provide pavement markings at Cumberland Farm driveways showing exit/entrance and
allowed right hand turning movement.
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Official Business Directional Signs (OBDS):

ISSUE #8: (General) Town Line through Taste of Maine: Too many OBDS and other signs
coming off bridge heading north and as you enter curve. This causes driver information
overload and may distract driver from seeing vehicles stopping to turn or changing lanes. 3
OBDS signs should not be on curve; too much information. Current statutory guidelines may
not address all the OBDS placement concerns raised during the audit.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Review the placement of these signs, including the statutory criteria for necessity of signage,
signage placement, and number of signs.
° Implement agreed upon signage changes.
(Long)
° Re-evaluate OBDS signing guidelines (# of signs per location, maximum distance to
businesses, etc.)
• Additional Objectives supported: Effectiveness of Signage

ISSUE #9: Southbound OBDS plus traffic directional signs are in close proximity. Too many,
too confusing. Some OBDS signs are placed in inappropriate areas causing difficulty in
reading/reacting; many redundant OBDS signs.
• Solution:
(Long)
° Review OBDS regulations to determine if those that exist are appropriate based on concerns
for number and proximity as well as locations on curves
° Evaluate possibility of grouping /minimizing # of signs
° Consider limiting OBDS signs in village to those locations within specified distance
(Peninsula locations have operated under different set of rules)
• Additional Objectives supported: Effectiveness of Signage
Signage (Traffic Control/Directional)

ISSUE #10: On Bridge Deck, traveling north before curve, lane assignment signage is
(inadequate/unclear) leaving no time to signal or change lanes to get in correct lane. (At midbridge Bath/Woolwich town line, there exists a mast arm with Route 127/ Georgetown/Reid
State Park information.) (Current mast arm truss structure will need to be reviewed to
determine if designed to carry additional loads - wind loads on the bridge are significant)
• Solution:
(Immediate)
o Review / Identify needed northbound or Route 127 Southbound signs on overhead mast
arm.
(Medium)
° Modify signage (Immediate to Medium)
° Provide any needed lane use markings
° Provide a sign on tangent portion of the bridge deck, well prior to the curve, that indicates
right lane is option lane (i.e., right turn or straight) and left lane is thru lane only. (This is
meant to encourage thru drivers to get into left lane to avoid stopping or slowing when car
ahead turns right)
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ISSUE# 11: Route 127 southbound traffic should be directed to turn right to access both Route
1 Northbound and Southbound, rather than allowed to take a left to access Route 1 NB.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Add signs to indicate that Route 1 NB and SB must turn to the right; and beef up sign on
Route 1 to indicate that to reverse direction to Route 1 North, take 127 south exit ramp.
• Additional Objective supported: Intersection Safety
ISSUE #12: Overhead sign at Baker Auto has no northbound signage. (This is a tri-chord
truss, not designed to take signs on the backside ( north bound) – a new truss would be needed
to add signage)
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Determine what additional overhead signs are needed - Evaluate potential use of
directional/lane use/driver feedback signs needed for northbound traffic
° Replace existing truss with new truss to allow for addition of northbound signage

ISSUE #13: Route 1 and Route 127N marking signs not visible and reversed on NB side past
the overhead sign (before Cumberland Farms)
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Relocate (possibly to mast arm) and reverse order (latter part COMPLETED)

ISSUE #14: The location of the northbound Route 127 25 mph sign should not be on curve
and location of Route 127 sign/Kennebec Chaudiere is too close to intersection for people to
see.
(IN PROGRESS)
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Review locations and relocate if needed.
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency, Driver decision making
ISSUE #15: Sign placement and lane use messages traveling northbound at Bath Cycle and
Ski are confusing and poorly located with respect to overhead lane use signs. “LEFT LANE,
LEFT TURN ONLY – RIGHT LANES THRU TRAFFIC” sign – Is this sign necessary?
Also, location of sign is too close to overhead lane use signs.
• Solution:
(Immediate to Medium)
° Consider using the mast arm signage further south on Route 1 to solve this – Or° Remove sign
° Review lettering and sign wording and revise to improve effectiveness.
(Commentary: Changing Right lane to “Right Turn Only” in the village will correct the
problem. Signs would then be changed to reflect the change.)
ISSUE #16: The museum sign at Taste of Maine sign may be in the line of sight for vehicles
exiting the Restaurant parking lot and represents too much information entering a curve that
drops a lane. Bamboo growth in same area adds to sight restriction.
Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Explore moving this sign further north on private property, as per statute.
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° Although vegetation can be trimmed back immediately, this fast growing species will require
long term strategy to control – engage MaineDOT environmental.
• Additional Objectives supported: Intersection Safety

ISSUE #17: No approach sign announcing right turn onto George Wright Road. This might
take some drivers unfamiliar with this turn by surprise.
• Solution:

(Immediate to Medium)
o Add sign that informs drivers of access lane to George Wright Road.
• Additional Objectives supported: Driver information processing; Driver expectations

ISSUE #18: There is a pedestrian crossing sign on Route 1 southbound, before the Subaru
dealer.
• Solution:

(Immediate)
o Remove the sign

ISSUE #19: There is a School Bus Stop sign on Route 1 southbound, before the Subaru
dealer. Is this sign still valid?
• Solution:

(Immediate)
o Determine if there still is a school bus stop at this location.
o Remove the sign, if necessary
Intersection Safety:

ISSUE #20: The Dairy Queen exit on Route 1 has insufficient corner clearance to Route 127
intersection by virtue of proximity and on-site parking at DQ which blocks view of vehicles
exiting from DQ. Left turns out of DQ particularly unsafe across 2 north bound lanes and a
center turn lane.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Relocate/narrow up the DQ exit and possibly reconfigure exit for right turn only
° Evaluate location of parking and have it moved back from Route 1, if necessary.
(Exit is a grandfathered permission and will need to be further reviewed)
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency
ISSUE #21: Unsafe left turning from Route 1 southbound into DQ
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Demarcate “enter” from “exit” on Route 1, or
° Enter only from Route 127 side which would require directional signage on Route 1 South
bound for travelers to reverse direction by using the underpass (With a center turn lane, is
this necessary?)
ISSUE #22: Northbound beacon at Route 127 is ineffective.
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Upgrade flashing beacons from 1 per approach to 2 per approach with back plates
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency
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ISSUE #23: Traffic traveling northbound on Route 127 (from Georgetown) that wants to head
south on Route 1 across the bridge has little opportunity at off ramp to merge with vehicles
already on Route 1 heading south
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Review lane marking signs on Route 1 mast arm heading south; one indicating reverse
direction sign is upside down (COMPLETED)
(Medium)
° Consider limiting one southbound Route 1 lane to Bath with right lane reserved for Route
127 traffic.
• Additional Objectives supported: Speed Management & Signage effectiveness
ISSUE #24: Evaluate intersection of Rte 127 by Cumberland Farms. Drivers unaware that
right turn leads to continuous safe lane – but, removal of Stop Signs may increase rear-end
collisions for more tentative drivers and result in these cars entering left south bound lane after
impact and increasing the risk of collisions with Route 1 southbound travelers.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Consider adding a solid line or lane divider on Route 1 to separate the merging lane from the
through lanes
° Consider extending raised island to better prohibit left turns at this location.
A few audit members expressed sentiment to leave stop sign as is, as a traffic calming measure.
° Consider pavement markings or other options on Route 127/Route 1 to reinforce the right turn
only and prohibit the left turn. The current “no left turn” sign at end of island on Route 127 is
not effective.
(Medium to Long)
° Replace stop sign with yield. Possible downside is cars coming from Route 127 may not yield
when car in front is doing so, causing rear car to push front car into south bound lane/cars.
° Add signage that indicates right lane is continuous.
• Additional Objectives supported: Effectiveness of Signage
ISSUE #25: Sharp curve on Route 127 exists right where drivers turning onto Route 127 want
to speed up; Cumberland Farms exit located on curve.
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Consider use of chevron curve warning sign on Route 127
° Consider use of sign that alerts drivers that exit is on curve
° Center line striping on route 127 needs to extend back to around curve
• Additional Objectives supported: Sign Effectiveness

ISSUE #26: Sight Distance at both drives for Taste of Maine is poor.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Consider access management improvements; relocating, reducing number of access points
and prohibiting left turns.
° Consider solutions in context of lane reconfiguration evaluation - i.e. “right lane for right
turns only”. As part of that reconfiguration, consider providing access lane for entering and
existing restaurant parking lot. (See comments in Road Design section below)
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ISSUE #27: BIW park and ride lot entrance poorly located with inadequate sight distance.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Consider “hidden drives ahead” signs northbound just after the Route 127 intersection to
alert drivers that Taste of Maine is up ahead.
° Consider working with BIW to relocate Park ‘N Ride

ISSUE #28: South bound left turn at George Wright is not demarcated. Southbound traffic
must stop or slow down when southbound drivers wait for a gap to turn left onto George
Wright Road. This may cause serious rear-end crash for inattentive southbound drivers. This
could be especially dangerous if left turning vehicle has wheels turned left because rear-end
impact might send them into on-coming traffic.
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Create left turn center pocket – may require additional pavement.
° Relocate entrance to George Wright Road. (See related bullet in Flooding section – Issue
#40 of report.)
ISSUE #29A: Emergency responders who live in area across Route 1 from the fire house (i.e.
north of Route 1) have difficulty getting to the station. Conversely, fire trucks and ambulances
are hampered by lack of gaps in either direction and by speeding vehicles when attempting to
cross Route 1 to respond to an incident.

ISSUE #29B: Left turning traffic from Route 1 onto Nequasset Road is not safely separated
from through lane. No right turn deceleration lanes exist.
(Commentary - All of these are safety issues. Adding lanes will make things safer for turning
and through traffic BUT may result in increased through speeds and thus have an unintended
consequence that exacerbates issue #29A .)
• Solution:
(Immediate)
o Seek funds for a dynamic sign described in first bullet of “Medium” actions below.
o Define the intersection with pavement striping. (MaineDOT would complete initial
treatment, and town would be responsible to maintain thereafter)
o Provide advanced street identification – Nequasset road/town hall/fire house/museum
500’ ahead.
(Medium)
o On Route 1, install a flashing strobe or dynamic sign in each direction which is triggered
at fire house indicating “STOP AHEAD-emergency vehicles entering when flashing”.
(Explore available fund sources)
o Explore techniques for slowing traffic down on Route 1 approaching intersection
(concern that this may eliminate gaps and hinder the crossing process however, it will
permit more reaction time for all drivers)
o Channelize intersection. Change intersection to create a better visual for approaching
traffic (lack of striping makes it look like a driveway today) (See FHWA model) – or o Develop a roundabout at intersection
o Install overhead intersection lighting (town would pay electric and light rental costs.
• Additional Objectives supported: Speed Management; Improve safety of Emergency
response services; Consistency
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ISSUE #30: Flashing beacon at Nequasset is not highly visible and thus limited in
effectiveness.
• Solution:
(Immediate to Medium)
o Add back plates to flashing beacon to make it more visible
o Install alternating dual flashing red/amber beacons on all legs
o Review preferred solution in view of proposed solutions for Issue 29A & B.
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency, Speed Management, Emergency Response
Safety

ISSUE #31: Similar intersection visibility concerns were raised for Shaw, and Mountain
Roads.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
o Provide additional intersection pavement marking. (MaineDOT would complete initial
treatment, and town would be responsible to maintain thereafter)
o Provide advanced street identification
•
Additional Objectives supported: Consistency

ISSUE #32: Shaw Road: Lack of adequate sight distance for northbound Route 1 travelers
who come upon a vehicle making a left turn onto Shaw Road and a lack of sight distance to
south for travelers on Shaw Road wanting to take a left onto Route 1.
(Note: This is principal intersection used by residents because it leads to north end of town
where most growth is occurring)
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Define the intersection with striping.
(Medium to Long)
° Move intersection further north
° Create turn pocket on both sides of intersection
° Consider use of vehicle activated warning signs
° Consider relocating and/or dead ending either end (be careful not to eliminate the “frontage
road” function this segment could provide for in terms of future development)
• Additional Objectives supported: Speed Management
ISSUE #33 Northerly intersection of Weston Road with Route 1 at Church
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
o Reconfigure to allow Church access from Weston Road and eliminate direct access onto
Route 1

ISSUE #34: Mountain Road: Poor vertical alignment on Route 1 can lead to rear end
incidents for Route 1 northbound / left turning traffic onto Mountain Road. The left turn bypass
lane uses part of shoulder.
From Mountain Road, the stop sign does not meet ground clearance.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
o For better visibility of Route 1 from Mountain Road, cut brush at Montsweag Restaurant
side (COMPLETED)
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o Move signs (IN PROGRESS)
o Re-install stop sign to minimum meet ground clearance (IN PROGRESS)
o Install advance street naming signs on Route 1 (IN PROGRESS)
o Define the intersection with striping (IN PROGRESS)
(Immediate to Medium)
° Investigate installing dual flashing lights on Route 1 at intersection (and increase height
of installation) OR
(Medium to Long)
o Install advance warning signs that a left turn is up ahead
o Install automated warning sign that says stopped traffic ahead.
o Close intersection and extend old Route 1 back; or
o Move intersection further north;
° Build consistent shoulder width. (Note: Inconsistency causes a problem but need to
evaluate best option(s)).
o Extend left turn bypass lane further north
o Consider Right in/Right out at Mountain Road
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency; Speed management
Road Design:

ISSUE #35: (General) Town Line through Taste of Maine: Cross section is too wide, with
too much activity adjacent to the highway causing intersection safety and speed management
issues.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Consider new lane configurations to reduce the 5-lane cross section to 3 lanes with
increased shoulder width or esplanades and/or bump outs. Winter maintenance should be
evaluated as part of reconfiguration options.
° Consider a dedicated right turn lane from Sagadahoc Bridge all the way to Taste of Maine,
or possibly to George Wright Road.
° Use different color pavement to delineate the dedicated lanes.
• Additional Objectives supported: Intersection Safety & Speed Management
ISSUE #36: The northbound transition from 2 to 1 lane onto bridge over Pleasant Cove
begins too far north, south of George Wright Road
• Solution:
(Immediate)
o Alert drivers with “Right hand turn lane only - ½ mile ahead” sign ahead (George Wright
Road 200’ ahead) to minimize the impulse to speed up.
(Medium to Long)
o Move transition further south for north bound traffic
o Consider these changes in view of lane configuration evaluations
• Additional Objectives supported: Consistency
ISSUE #37: Inappropriate passing zone length northbound after George Wright intersection,
(too short).
• Solution:

(Medium)
o If southbound left turn pocket created, passing zone northbound would be eliminated.
Consider these ideas together with the “gateway” concept discussed earlier.
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ISSUE #38: North bound access lane to George Wright Rd. is too short. This causes turning
drivers to slow in traffic lane. This, in turn, causes through drivers to brake. (Coordinate
improvement actions with those taken with Issue #36.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
o Consider extending right turn access lane further south permitting drivers to slow down in
access lane. (Might require additional pavement.)
• Additional Objectives supported: Intersection Safety
ISSUE #39: Route 1 northbound vehicles pulling around for vehicles turning left at Nequasset
Road must correct quickly due to approaching narrowing shoulder and guard rail at Nequasset
bridge. (Commentary: Since the bridge is being modified at this time, changes to this
intersection need to be agreed to soon to avoid expensive future fixes to the bridge.)
• Solution:
(Immediate through Long)
o (This was not identified by attendees as problem BUT did get captured in Gateway 1
Discussions last year) Consider if bridge should be widened. (Would a wider bridge cause
speed to increase?)
• Additional Objectives supported: Intersection safety and Consistency
Flooding

ISSUE #40: Occasional flooding at intersection of George Wright Road causes hydroplaning
which can cause difficulty in maintaining vehicle control.
• Solution:

(Immediate through Next Spring)
o Cliff Curtis and Charles Hebson, both of MaineDOT, are working together to hire USGS
to install a permanent tide stage gage. Gage would become part of real-time network
tied to Internet. Should also be linked to various warning systems (driver warning sign;
lights on road; automatic phone call & fax; etc). Basic installation cost = $20,000?
(State funds only). Annual maintenance cost of about $4,000 to be split with USGS.
This permanent station will provide critical data for any future hydrology/hydraulics
(H/H) modeling study to support a highway project. MaineDOT should purchase several
portable/temporary stage recorders that could be deployed in the marsh and at the
upstream railroad culvert in March and removed in November each year. MaineDOT
can run these temporary gages.
(Medium)
o To support eventual water balance and H/H modeling to develop inflows to the marsh,
basic weather data collection devices should be installed at the permanent gage: i.e
rainfall, wind, evaporation, solar. This will add (need to determine how much) to the
basic $20,000 cost.
o All of this data collection should be started by next spring, so that by the time we actually
start hydrology/hydraulics analysis, we will have a meaningful data set (at least 2 years)
to work with. Therefore, non-USGS equipment should be purchased this fall/winter.
(Long)
o Fund a project to raise Route 1 road surface. This will require significant
hydrology/hydraulics study, beyond what is typically done to support MaineDOT
projects. Good hydro data is critical and has to be gathered well beforehand.
o Evaluate the benefit of raising the boat ramp and other sections compromised in the
existing berm. (Check also with Dick Anderson through Fred Michaud (MaineDOT) on
history of boat ramp.)
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o

Close this southerly entrance to George Wright Road and build flood barrier/dike to
prevent water from getting on road. This means that drivers who want to access George
Wright Road would have to do so from Nequasset Road. (Proper signage etc. would
have to be changed/added at both George Wright Road and Nequasset Road.)

ISSUE #41: Steel at Pleasant Cove bridge is getting wet; water at steep piers and 4 wheeler
trails are breaking down berm.
• Solution:

(Medium)
o Investigate feasibility of raising berm elevation to protect the bridge. This might be
accomplished with minimum of wetlands impact/permitting difficulties, but will need to
further evaluated to fully determine extent of impact. (Cannot automatically assume that
this will solve Route 1 flooding problem.)
o Conduct preliminary feasibility study for likely wetlands geometric impacts/
encroachments resulting from road raising. The road structure may be wide enough in
the low spot to accommodate raising roadway elevation without pushing out the base.
Roadside Distractions:
ISSUE #42: Outside displays of goods by some business sites are in traffic line of sight and
distracting, causing safety issues.
• Solution:
(Immediate)
° Discuss further with town and establish agreed upon action plan.
• Additional Objectives supported: Speed management, Intersection Safety

ISSUE #43: (General) George Wright Road through to Wiscasset Townline: Roadside
vendors cause distraction, an unsafe situation for themselves and traveling public.
• Solution:
(Long)
° Look at regulations to permit vendors only in certain locations. (Commentary: Because this
issue has statewide implications, this issue should be deferred to Gateway 1 at least.)

ISSUE #44: Some private sign locations in or near right of way block sight distance at
driveway exit points.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° Review locations of private signs
° Work with Town and property owners to relocate
• Additional Objectives supported: Intersection safety
Emergency Response

ISSUE #45: Traffic does not stop or slow down when crashes on Route 1 occur. This causes
unsafe emergency response situations.
• Solution:
(Medium)
o Work with Emergency Responders/Enforcement to develop traffic control plan
o (General) Public safety outreach (media) to bring attention to this topic.
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Bicycle/Pedestrian/Public Safety
ISSUE #46: In the Village, sidewalk and shoulder are narrow and very close to travel way.
Walkers feel unsafe near high speed traffic especially when trucks travel by.
• Solution:
(Long)
° Consider creating separation for pedestrians if/when new lane configurations are established.

ISSUE #47: There is no information/signage leading people to use the pedestrian tunnel
crossing Route 1 just south of Route 127.
• Solution:
(Medium)
° Consider signage for tunnel.
• Additional Objectives supported: Sign effectiveness

ISSUE #48: Crossing area at Route 127 intersection (from Cumberland Farms to pedestrian
underpass) for walkers along Route 1 gives unclear/inconsistent message.
• Solution:
(Medium to Long)
° If this is to be a walking/crossing area, reconsider the proposed change of stop sign to
yield sign. (see Issue #21)
° Determine whether there is a need for island break-there is no designated area of refuge
at Cumberland Farms.
° Consider painting cross walk at this location or move and paint crosswalk further from
the intersection, back on Route 127

ISSUE #49: Sidewalk on northern section of this road exists only on Taste of Maine (north
bound) side of Route 1. It is narrow, too close to travel way, and vegetation is in the way.
Solution:
(Long)
° Consider improved sidewalk treatments as part of lane reconfiguration evaluations.

ISSUE #50: People are jumping from the Route 1 bridge into Nequasset Stream. The Sheriff's
Department has been unable to take law enforcement action because of the lack of signage on
the bridge. They request "No swimming, diving or jumping" signs on the bridge and that "No
Trespassing" signs be placed outside the guardrails on both sides and ends of the bridge.
• Solution:
(Medium)
o Install signs
o Follow-up enforcement needed once signs are up
(Note: consider that a wider bridge may further encourage this activity)
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Appendix 1:
Possible Actions (Listed by Location)
Related Issue # is shown in parenthesis
(Solutions for ISSUE #’s will be sequenced together, and any clarifying Location and/or Condition
information will be described in first bullet of that ISSUE series)
General (Various locations)
(Speed)
o Review Federal Functional Class of Route 1 and highway design to develop strategies to
ensure that motorists will travel at the posted speed (Issue #1)
o Consider traditional traffic calming measures [lane narrowing, neck downs (lane
narrowing) at pedestrian crossing locations, etc.]
(Traffic calming could also be accomplished through shoulder diagonal marking coming
into transition areas….4 or 5 diagonals at a time, skip and repeat at closer spacing to
provide visual cue to slow down - or Transverse rumble strips. Center line rumble strip installed on bridge works to prevent
drivers from crossing over center lane.) (Issue #1)
o Increase enforcement efforts. (Issue #1)
o Paint crosshatch marks between curb and right lane edge line (excepting driveways) may provide additional lane narrowing perception – Route 1 north bound, DQ and
beyond.(Issue #3)
o Periodic use of portable vehicle speed display trailers (Issue #4)
(Center Lane Turn Arrow Pavement Markings)
° Evaluate center lane stencil paint on pavement based on MUTCD & MaineDOT criteria
(Issue #6)
° Modify stencil arrows as needed (Issue #6)
° Center traffic islands should be evaluated/considered in the village and at intersections
throughout the corridor. (Issue #6)
(Road Design)
° Consider new lane configurations to possibly reduce the 5-lane cross section to 3 lanes
with increased shoulder width or esplanades and/or bump outs. Winter maintenance should
be evaluated as part of reconfiguration options. (Issue #35)
° Consider a dedicated right turn lane from Sagadahoc Bridge all the way to Taste of Maine,
or possibly to George Wright Road.(Issue #35)
° Use different color pavement to delineate the dedicated turn lanes (Issue #35).
(Official Business Directional Signs (OBDS))
° Review the placement of OBDS signs, including the statutory criteria for necessity of
signage, signage placement, and number of signs. (Issue #8)
° Implement agreed upon signage changes. (Issue #8)
° Re-evaluate OBDS signing guidelines (# of signs per location, maximum distance to
businesses, etc.) (Issue #8)
° Review OBDS regulations to determine if those that exist are appropriate based on
concerns for number and proximity as well as locations on curves (Issue #9)
° Evaluate possibility of grouping /minimizing # of OBDS signs (Issue #9)
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°

Consider limiting OBDS signs in village to those locations within specified distance (Issue
#9)

(Roadside Distractions)
° Discuss placement of outside displays of goods by some business sites that are in traffic
line of sight further with town and establish agreed upon action plan. (Issue #42)
° Review locations of private signs that are blocking sight distance (Issue #44)
° Work with town and property owners to relocate signs (Issue #44)
° Look at regulations to permit roadside vendors only in certain locations. (Commentary:
Because this issue has statewide implications, this issue should be deferred to Gateway 1
at least.) (Issue #43)
(Emergency Response)
° Work with Emergency Responders/Enforcement to develop traffic control plan to improve
the slowing down and stopping of traffic during roadway emergencies. (Issue #45)
° (General) Public safety outreach (media) to bring attention to this topic. (Issue #45)
(Bicycle/Pedestrian/Public Safety)
° Consider creating improved separation for pedestrians from traffic in Village if/when new
lane configurations are established. (Issue #46)
° Consider improved sidewalk treatments as part of lane reconfiguration evaluations. (Issue
#49)
From Sagadahoc Bridge, to Dairy Queen area
° Explore funding to add driver feedback sign to slow traffic. (sign display example: YOU
ARE TRAVELING XX MPH) Location(s) to be determined. (Issue #2)
° Extend island by DQ toward right lane edge line. Drivers will have the perception of
lane narrowing thereby encouraging slower speeds. This will also aid pedestrian safety
by providing more pedestrian area between pedestrians and roadway. Coming off bridge
at right turn for Rte. 127 south, widen/extend island to make road (Route 1) look smaller
(Issue #2)
° Seek Funding for above improvements/implement (Issue #2)
o Review / Identify needed northbound or Route 127 Southbound signs on overhead mast
arm. (Issue #10)
° Modify signage (Issue #10)
° Provide any needed lane use markings (Issue #10)
° Provide a sign on tangent portion of the bridge deck, well prior to the curve, that
indicates right lane is option lane (i.e., right turn or straight) and left lane is thru lane
only. (Issue #10)
° Add southbound signs to indicate that Route 1 NB and SB must turn to the right; and
beef up sign on Route 1 to indicate that to reverse direction to Route 1 North, take 127
south exit ramp. (Issue #11)
° Review lane marking signs on Route 1 mast arm heading south; one indicating reverse
direction sign is upside down (COMPLETED) (Issue #23)
° Consider limiting one southbound Route 1 lane to Bath with right lane reserved for
Route 127 traffic. (Issue #23)
° Relocate/narrow up the DQ exit and possibly reconfigure exit for right turn only (Issue
#20)
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°
°
°

Evaluate location of DQ parking and have it moved back from Route 1, if necessary.
(Issue #20)
Demarcate DQ “enter” from “exit” on Route 1, (Issue #21) or
Enter DQ only from Route 127 side which would require directional signage on Route 1
south bound for travelers to reverse direction by using the underpass (With a center turn
lane, is this necessary?) (Issue #21)

Between Dairy Queen and Cumberland Farms
° Determine what additional overhead signs are needed - Evaluate potential use of
directional/lane use/driver feedback signs needed for northbound traffic (Issue #12)
° Replace existing truss with new truss to allow for addition of northbound signage (Issue
#12)
° Relocate (possibly to mast arm) and reverse order of Route 1 and Route 127N marking
signs (latter part COMPLETED) (Issue #13)
° Consider providing information/signage to lead people to use the pedestrian tunnel
crossing Route 1 just south of Route 127 (Issue #47)
In vicinity of Cumberland Farms/Route 127 Intersection
° Provide pavement markings at Cumberland Farm driveways showing exit/entrance and
allowed right hand turning movement. (Issue #7)
° Review locations of the northbound Route 127 25 mph sign on curve and location of
Route 127 sign/Kennebec Chaudiere and relocate if needed. (Issue #14)
° Upgrade flashing beacons from 1 per approach to 2 per approach with back plates (Issue
#22)
° Consider adding a solid line or lane divider on Route 1 to separate the merging Route
127 south lane from the through lanes (Issue #24)
° Consider extending raised island to better prohibit left turns at this location. (Issue #24)
° Consider pavement markings or other options on Route 127/Route 1 to reinforce the
right turn only and prohibit the left turn. The current “no left turn” sign at end of island
on Route 127 is not effective. (Issue #24)
° Replace stop sign with yield. Possible downside is cars coming from Route 127 may not
yield when car in front is doing so, causing rear car to push front car into south bound
lane/cars. (Issue #24)
° Add signage that indicates right lane is continuous. (Issue #24)
° Consider use of chevron curve warning sign on Route 127 (Issue #25)
° Consider use of sign that alerts drivers that Cumberland Farms exit is on curve (Issue
#25)
° Center line striping on route 127 needs to extend back to around curve (Issue #25)
° If intersection is have a designated walking/crossing area, reconsider the proposed
change of stop sign to yield sign. (see Issue #21) (Issue #48)
° Determine whether there is a need for a pedestrian crossing island break-there is no
designated area of refuge at Cumberland Farms. (Issue #48)
o Consider painting cross walk at this location or move and paint crosswalk further from
the intersection, back on Route 127 (Issue #48)
In vicinity of Subaru Dealer/Bath Cycle and Ski
° Consider using the mast arm signage further south on Route 1 to improve the placement
and lane use messages traveling northbound (Issue #15)– Or-
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°
°
°
°
°

Remove sign (Issue #15)
Review lettering and sign wording and revise to improve effectiveness. (Issue #15)
Remove the pedestrian crossing sign on Route 1 southbound, before the Subaru dealer.
(Issue #18)
Determine if there still is a school bus stop on Route 1 southbound, before the Subaru
dealer. (Issue #19)
Remove the sign, if necessary (Issue #19)

In vicinity of Taste of Maine Restaurant/George Wright Road
° Consider installing larger 35 mph speed limit signs (Issue #4)
° Consider relocating northbound 35 mph speed limit sign to more visible locations (i.e.
south of driveway in front of pole) (Issue #4)
° Add sign that informs drivers of access lane to George Wright Road. (Issue #17)
o Move 35 mph sign further north opposite George Wright Road. (Issue #5)
o Determine whether adequate transition from 55 mph to 35 mph is provided. Speed limit
transitions from 55 mph to 35 mph. Consider a 40 mph or 45 mph transition zone. (Issue
#5)
o In striped area in center turn lane, consider adding a raised median gateway treatment
(Example: Welcome to Woolwich Village sign) as a traffic calming measure (Issue #5)
o At the side of road in the same area, install a gateway sign by itself (Issue #5)
o Length of 35 mph zone northbound should also be considered unless a divided section is
built on bridge. (Issue #5)
o Create left turn center pocket for southbound traffic turning left into George Wright
Road – may require additional pavement. (Issue #28)
o Relocate entrance to George Wright Road. (Issue #28)
o Consider extending north bound right turn access lane to George Wright Road further
south permitting drivers to slow down in access lane. (Might require additional
pavement.) (Issue #38)
o Alert drivers with “Right hand turn lane only - ½ mile ahead” sign ahead (George Wright
Road 200’ ahead) to minimize the impulse to speed up. (Issue #36)
o Move 2 to 1 lane transition further south for north bound traffic (Issue #36)
o Consider the prior two changes in view of lane configuration evaluations (Issue #36)
o Eliminate the passing zone northbound (Issue #37)
o Explore moving the museum sign at Taste of Maine exiting the Restaurant parking lot
further north on private property, as per statute. (Issue #16)
o Although vegetation at Taste of Maine exit can be trimmed back immediately, this fast
growing species will require long term strategy to control – engage MaineDOT
environmental. (Issue #16)
o Consider access management improvements at restaurant parking lot; relocating,
reducing number of access points and prohibiting left turns. (Issue #26)
o Consider solutions in context of lane reconfiguration evaluation - i.e. “right lane for right
turns only”. As part of that reconfiguration, consider providing access lane for entering
and existing restaurant parking lot. (Issue #26)
o Consider “hidden drives ahead” signs northbound just after the Route 127 intersection to
alert drivers that BIW parking lot/Taste of Maine is up ahead. (Issue #27)
o Consider working with BIW to relocate Park ‘N Ride (Issue #27)
o Cliff Curtis and Charles Hebson, both of MaineDOT, are working together to hire USGS
to install a permanent tide stage gage. Gage would become part of real-time network
tied to Internet. Should also be linked to various warning systems (driver warning sign;
lights on road; automatic phone call & fax; etc). Basic installation cost = $20,000?
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

(State funds only). Annual maintenance cost of about $4,000 to be split with USGS.
This permanent station will provide critical data for any future hydrology/hydraulics
(H/H) modeling study to support a highway project. MaineDOT should purchase several
portable/temporary stage recorders that could be deployed in the marsh and at the
upstream railroad culvert in March and removed in November each year. MaineDOT
can run these temporary gages. (Issue #40)
To support eventual water balance and H/H modeling to develop inflows to the marsh,
basic weather data collection devices should be installed at the permanent gage: i.e
rainfall, wind, evaporation, solar. This will add (need to determine how much) to the
basic $20,000 cost. (Issue #40)
All of this data collection should be started by next spring, so that by the time we actually
start hydrology/hydraulics analysis, we will have a meaningful data set (at least 2 years)
to work with. Therefore, non-USGS equipment should be purchased this fall/winter.
(Issue #40)
Fund a project to raise Route 1 road surface. This will require significant
hydrology/hydraulics study, beyond what is typically done to support MaineDOT
projects. Good hydro data is critical and has to be gathered well beforehand. (Issue #40)
Evaluate the benefit of raising the boat ramp and other sections compromised in the
existing berm. (Check also with Dick Anderson through Fred Michaud (MaineDOT) on
history of boat ramp.) (Issue #40)
Close this southerly entrance to George Wright Road and build flood barrier/dike to
prevent water from getting on road. This means that drivers who want to access George
Wright Road would have to do so from Nequasset Road. (Proper signage etc. would
have to be changed/added at both George Wright Road and Nequasset Road.) (Issue #40)
Investigate feasibility of raising berm elevation to protect the Pleasant Cove bridge. This
might be accomplished with minimum of wetlands impact/permitting difficulties, but
will need to further evaluated to fully determine extent of impact. (Cannot automatically
assume that this will solve Route 1 flooding problem.) (Issue #41)
Conduct preliminary feasibility study for likely wetlands geometric impacts/
encroachments resulting from road raising. The road structure may be wide enough in
the low spot to accommodate raising roadway elevation without pushing out the base.
(Issue #41)

Nequasset Road
o Seek funds for a dynamic sign described in fourth bullet below. (Issue #29)
o Define the intersection with pavement striping. (MaineDOT would complete initial
treatment, and town would be responsible to maintain thereafter) (Issue #29)
o Provide advanced street identification – Nequasset road/town hall/fire house/museum
500’ ahead. (Issue #29)
o On Route 1, install a flashing strobe or dynamic sign in each direction which is triggered
at fire house indicating “STOP AHEAD-emergency vehicles entering when flashing”.
(Explore available fund sources) (Issue #29)
o Explore techniques for slowing traffic down on Route 1 approaching intersection
(concern that this may eliminate gaps and hinder the crossing process however, it will
permit more reaction time for all drivers) (Issue #29)
o Channelize intersection. Change intersection to create a better visual for approaching
traffic (lack of striping makes it look like a driveway today) (See FHWA model) – or o Develop a roundabout at intersection (Issue #29)
o Install overhead intersection lighting (town would pay electric and light rental costs.
(Issue #29)
o Add back plates to flashing beacon to make it more visible (Issue #30)
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o
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Install alternating dual flashing red/amber beacons on all legs (Issue #30)
Review preferred solution in view of proposed solutions for Issue 29A & B. (Issue #30)
Consider if Nequasset Stream bridge should be widened. (Would a wider bridge cause
speed to increase?) (Issue #39)
Install "No swimming, diving or jumping" signs and "No Trespassing" signs on the
Nequasset Stream bridge (Issue #50)
Follow-up enforcement needed once signs are up (Issue #50)

Shaw Road
o
o
o
o
o
o

Weston Road
o

Provide additional intersection pavement marking. (MaineDOT would complete initial
treatment, and town would be responsible to maintain thereafter) (Issue #31)
Provide advanced street identification (Issue #31)
Move intersection further north (Issue #32)
Create turn pocket on both sides of intersection (Issue #32)
Consider use of vehicle activated warning signs (Issue #32)
Consider relocating and/or dead ending either end (be careful not to eliminate the
“frontage road” function this segment could provide for in terms of future development)
(Issue #32)

Reconfigure to allow Church access from Weston Road and eliminate direct access onto
Route 1 (Issue #33)

Mountain Road
o Provide additional intersection pavement marking. (MaineDOT would complete initial
treatment, and town would be responsible to maintain thereafter) (Issue #31)
o Provide advanced street identification (Issue #31)
o For better visibility of Route 1 from Mountain Road, cut brush at Montsweag Restaurant
side (COMPLETED) (Issue #34)
o Move signs (IN PROGRESS) (Issue #34)
o Re-install stop sign to minimum meet ground clearance (IN PROGRESS) (Issue #34)
o Install advance street naming signs on Route 1 (IN PROGRESS) (Issue #34)
o Define the intersection with striping (IN PROGRESS) (Issue #34)
o Investigate installing dual flashing lights on Route 1 at intersection (and increase height
of installation) (Issue #34) OR
o Install advance warning signs that a left turn is up ahead (Issue #34)
o Install automated warning sign that says stopped traffic ahead. (Issue #34)
o Close intersection and extend old Route 1 back; (Issue #34) or
o Move intersection further north (Issue #34)
o Build consistent shoulder width. (Note: Inconsistency causes a problem but need to
evaluate best option(s)). (Issue #34)
o Extend left turn bypass lane further north (Issue #34)
o Consider Right in/Right out at Mountain Road (Issue #34)
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Appendix 2:
Items discussed, but no longer considered a viable potential action

o

°

Consider using a 2 + 1 configuration for 2 or 2.5 miles segments; alternating the direction
of a 2nd lane; this creates occasional passing zones; at the transition areas use cable
barriers or flush islands or other delineation for path. Results of this configuration show
that although number of crashes goes up their severity goes down. They are used in
Europe; this reduces platooning; would have to eliminate a portion of the shoulder. This
technique may not meet the objective of speed management but does eliminate the risks
taken by those drivers frustrated by inability to pass. Opportunities for installation on
this corridor are minimal, at best.
Consider how a change to a stop sign at Route 127/ Cumberland Farms would impact
Ferry Road
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